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Purpose 

Release 11.1.1.4 is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3. 

This document includes important, late-breaking information about this release of Oracle® Essbase 

Studio. Review this information thoroughly before installing Essbase Studio. For overall Enterprise 

Performance Management System install-related issues and updates for this and other EPM System 

products, refer to Oracle’s Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management Installation and 

Configuration Readme. 

Top of Document 

New Features 

Essbase Studio is the latest addition to the Oracle Essbase product suite. Essbase Studio simplifies 

cube construction by delivering a single environment for performing tasks related to data modeling, 

cube designing, and analytic application construction. By consolidating cube construction and 

maintenance activities into one single interface, Essbase Studio provides consistent performance for 

loading data and building outlines. 

Note that no new Essbase Studio features were introduced in Release 11.1.1.4. 
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New System Requirements Matrix 

Information about system requirements for EPM System products is now available in a spreadsheet 

format in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Certification Matrix. This 

matrix is posted at http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html. 

System requirements are no longer part of the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management 

System Installation Start Here. 

Top of Document 

New Features in Release 11.1.1.1 

Support for Netezza 

(7295033) 

Release 11.1.1.1 introduced support for Netezza Performance Server as a relational data source. The 

versions supported are Netezza 3.1 at a minimum, up to Netezza 4.x. 

Note: Netezza is not supported as an Essbase Studio catalog. 

To use Netezza as a data source, follow these guidelines: 

 The Netezza JDBC driver library file (a  file) must be copied to the Essbase Studio server 

directory in . The Netezza JDBC 

driver can be downloaded from the Netezza web site (http://www.netezza.com). 

 

To set up the Netezza JDBC driver: 

1. From the Netezza Web site, download the appropriate version of the file to this directory: 

The name of the driver file you download will vary depending on the version downloaded. 

2. Rename the file . 

Essbase Studio will not recognize the driver file until it is renamed. 

Netezza support is noted in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) 

System Installation Start Here. See the “System Requirements” chapter, “Essbase” section, “Data 

Sources” topic. 

 When creating a data source connection to a Netezza data source, for each page of the Connection 

Wizard, refer to the following topics in the Essbase Studio Online Help or Essbase Studio User’s 

Guide for reference: 

 In the Define parameters page, see “Defining Connection Parameters for Relational Sources” 

 In the Select tables page, see “Selecting Tables for Relational Sources” 

 In the Select minischema page, “Selecting a Minischema Option for Relational Sources” 

 In the Populate minischema page, “Populating a Minischema for Relational Sources” 

 In the Create metadata elements page, “Creating Metadata Elements for Relational Sources” 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html
http://www.netezza.com/
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Work with the data source elements and metadata elements created from a Netezza data source 

just as you would work with source or metadata elements created from any other relational data 

source.  

Essbase Studio Catalog Update 

If you used Essbase Studio Release 11.1.1 (Windows only), 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3, and plan 

to upgrade to Release 11.1.1.4, you must update your Essbase Studio catalog in order to use it with 

Essbase Studio Release 11.1.1.4.  

This is accomplished by issuing the “reinit” command in the Essbase Studio command line client, as 

described in below. 

By running the reinit command, your catalog is updated with the latest release 11.1.1.4 procedures 

and is ready for use with release 11.1.1.4. 

Important:  

 Only the Essbase Studio administrator (cpAdmin role) can run the reinit command.  

 The reinit command must be run the first time Essbase Studio is run after installation, 

configuration, and provisioning. 

Essbase Studio Command Line Client 

The Essbase Studio command line client file, , is available in the 

 directory.  

Note:  

If, after starting the Essbase Studio Command Line Client and providing your user name and 

password, you receive the following Network Communication Failure message: 

 

open your  file and verify that it contains the entry: 

Workaround: If the  entry exists in your  file, take one of 

the following actions: 

 Comment out the entry 

 Remove the entry 

 Change the entry to  

Then, restart Essbase Studio Server. 

(8515999) 

See transport.port for information on this property. 
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Issuing the “reinit” Command 

Before you begin this procedure, you must have installed and configured Essbase Studio Release 

11.1.1.4.  

  To issue the reinit command in the Essbase Studio Command Line Client: 

1. Ensure that Essbase Studio Server is running. 

2. Locate the  file in the 

 directory of your EPM installation and run the file. 

o Windows:  

o UNIX:  

A command window called the CPL Shell is displayed. 

3. At the prompt, enter a valid admin user name and password. 

Note: You must have Essbase Studio administrator privileges to use the reinit command. 

4. At the prompt, enter: 

 
  

5. Enter  to close the CPL Shell. 

The Essbase Studio catalog is now ready for use in the 11.1.1.4 environment. 
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Supported Paths to this Release 

Release 11.1.1.4 is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3. In 

EPM System Installer, select the “Apply Maintenance Release” option. You cannot upgrade directly to 

Release 11.1.1.4 from a previous codeline. 

11.1.1.4 also provides a complete installation if you are not already starting from Release 11.1.1.x. 

If you are starting from EPM System Release 9.3.3, your recommended upgrade path is to Release 

11.1.2.1+. 

Security Synchronization between Essbase and Shared Services was removed in Essbase Release 9.3, 

starting with release 9.3.1.4.1. Essbase and Shared Services Release 11.1.1.3, however, still 

synchronize security information. For this reason, if you are using Essbase Release 9.3.1.4.1, 9.3.1.5, 

9.3.1.6, or 9.3.1.7, you cannot upgrade to release 11.1.1.3. Instead, your recommended upgrade path 

is to first upgrade all products to Release 9.3.3, and then upgrade all products to release 11.1.2.1+. 
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Supported Platforms 

Applies to all supported platforms. 

Top of Document 
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 Supported Languages 

This release supports non-English languages. The list of supported languages for all EPM System 

products is included in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Certification 

Matrix, posted at http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html. 
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Installation Updates 

The section includes important information about installing this release of Essbase Studio. 

MySQL JDBC Driver 

The MySQL JDBC driver library file is not included in the installation. You must download the file  

from the MySQL Web site. The name of the driver file you download will vary depending on the  

version downloaded. Download the appropriate version of the file to the Essbase Studio Server 
directory in , and then rename it  

. Essbase Studio will not recognize the driver file until it is renamed.  

The supported MySQL JDBC driver version is 3.1.x and later. 

Netezza JDBC Driver 

The Netezza NPS JDBC driver library file is not included in the installation. You must download  

the file from the Netezza Web site. Copy the file to the Essbase Studio server directory in 
. The Netezza NPS JDBC driver  

version is 4.2.x and is compatible with Netezza NPS versions 3.1 up to 4.x. 

Teradata JDBC Driver 

Due to licensing restrictions, the Teradata JDBC driver library files (  and 

) are not included in the installation. You must download the files from the  

Teradata Web site. Extract the files to the Essbase Studio server directory in 
. The Teradata JDBC driver  

version is 12.0.0.106 and above. Consult Teradata directly for any compatibility issues  

or questions. 

(8289203) 

TBC Sample Files 

The Essbase Studio Server installation includes SQL scripts which you can use to create relational 

databases for a fictitious company, TBC (The Beverage Company). The installation also includes a 

sample TBC database in text file format. 

You can use the samples to try out the features of Essbase Studio. 

SQL Scripts for Creating Sample Relational Databases 

Essbase Studio provides scripts for these RDBMSs: Oracle, IBM DB2, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, 

and Teradata. 

The SQL scripts and a readme file containing instructions for creating sample databases are located in: 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads
http://www.netezza.com/
http://www.teradata.com/downloadcenter/
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Sample Text File Database 

The sample text files are located in: 
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Integration Services Migration Considerations 

Oracle Essbase Integration Services stores metadata in a relational repository called the OLAP 

Metadata Catalog. Essbase Studio also has a catalog containing metadata. Essbase Studio provides a 

mechanism to migrate the metadata in your Integration Services catalog to the Essbase Studio 

catalog. 

Prerequisites 

 An ODBC DSN to the Integration Services OLAP Metadata Catalog must exist on the machine where 

the Essbase Studio client is running. This DSN must point to the database where the OLAP 

Metadata Catalog resides. 

 In Essbase Studio, a target data source connection must exist for the migrated Integration Services 

OLAP models and metaoutlines. In order to be a valid target data source connection, it must 

contain the tables, rows, and columns that were used in the migrated OLAP models and 

metaoutlines. 

Migration Limitations 

In addition to the guidelines and limitations listed in the Essbase Studio Online Help or Essbase Studio 

User’s Guide, you should be aware of these additional limitations when migrating metadata from the 

Integration Services catalog: 

 Essbase Studio Console, the user interface of Essbase Studio, runs as a 32-bit application. When 

using the migration utility, you must use the 32-bit ODBC driver DSN. 

 The migration utility supports the migration of OLAP models and metaoutlines from a single 

schema only.  

 Attribute dimensions with no associations will not be migrated to Essbase Studio from Essbase 

Integration Services. Essbase Studio Server expects an association to be defined. 

For additional information on migration procedures and limitations on migration, see the Essbase 

Studio Online Help or Essbase Studio User’s Guide. 

Migration Troubleshooting 

During the Integration Services catalog migration process, you create a data source connection in 

Essbase Studio to the relational database on which were based the OLAP models and metaoutlines that 

you are migrating. 

When creating this data source connection, be sure to select ALL tables that were used in the OLAP 

models and metaoutlines that you are migrating. If any tables are omitted from the connection, the 

migration will fail with an error. 
(8550510) 
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Integration Services Features Not Available in Essbase Studio 

Essbase Studio does not have equivalent functionality for the following features that are available in 

Essbase Integration Services: 

 The ability to automate cube construction using a scheduler functionality 

Workaround: There are two ways to schedule cube deployment outside of Essbase Studio: 

 You may create a deployment script that uses the MaxL “deploy” command. Then, use a 

scheduling tool of your choice to schedule the script to run. 

 Alternatively, you can create rules files using the Essbase Studio Console or the MaxL “deploy” 

command with the rules files only option. Then, create a deployment script that uses the MaxL 

“import data” command using the pre-created rules to automate cube construction. Again, use 

a scheduling tool of your choice to schedule the script to run. 

 Bucketing of unknown members during data load 

 Alternate data source for drill-through 

 Drill-through to recursive $$PARENT$$ substitution variable 

 Drill-through time governors 

 Ability to prompt for user name and password for drill-through (available for Essbase Spreadsheet 

Add-in only) 

 Alternate user name and password for drill-through 

 Custom column list and sort order for drill-through through Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in 

 Custom, persistent filters for drill-through from Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in 

 Support for metaoutline transformation for drill-through  

 A command line utility, such as OLAPICMD 

 OLAPICMD parity with respect to alternate fact tables 

 Sample Essbase model 

 Hybrid Analysis 

Workaround: Use XOLAP. 

 Support for Informix and Sybase 
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Defects Fixed in this Release 

If you are coming from Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, or 11.1.1.2, use the Defects Fixed Finder tool to 

review the list of defects fixed between those releases and Release 11.1.1.3. This tool is available 

here:  

https://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=1292603.1 

Defect 

Number 

Description of Fix 

• 9376434 Users were able to delete user-defined tables using the Delete key. This is no longer 

allowed for user-defined tables, source tables or text files. 

https://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=1292603.1
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Defect 

Number 

Description of Fix 

• 9482619 Essbase Studio now supports IBM DB2 encrypted authentication. This release 

provides the ability to specify an authentication method during the data source 

creation process. In previous releases, when an IBM DB2 database was encrypted, 

Essbase Studio could not establish a data source connection. 

When you specify an authentication method other than “No Encryption” for a data 

source, then you must perform cube deployments in “streaming” mode. Set the 

 property to “true” to enable deployments 

in streaming mode. 

• 9841678 An error occurred when trying to save a time element that was previously associated 

with a varying attribute member and specified as a "Range" element of an 

independent dimension.  

• 9943819 Users were unable to drill through to FDM URLs if the SSO token was expired. 

• 10279878 Multi-column joins created using the "Edit Properties of Minischema Join" dialog box 

were not saved to the Essbase Studio catalog when the minischema was saved and, 

therefore, were not visible upon reopening the minischema. 

• 11888680 Drill-through reports did not work when data sources were stored in different 

domains than Essbase Studio Server, meaning that cube linkage information was not 

complete. Now, the cube linkage information in Essbase Studio Server is a fully 

qualified name that includes the domain name. 

• 11888987 Redeployment of aggregate storage models failed when the accounts dimensioned 

was tagged “Label Only.” 

• 12572756 Performance is improved when performing concurrent drill-through queries. 
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Known Issues 

The following issues are the noteworthy known issues of this release. Numbers in parentheses are 

internal reference numbers.  

General Issues 

 When a data source connection is renamed, any drill-through reports that are based on the old 

data source name will not work. Oracle recommends that you not change data source connection 

names when there are drill-through reports dependent on them. 

(11073948) 

 

Workaround: Recreate any drill-through reports that depend on data source connections that 

have been renamed. 
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 IBM DB2 users: Because of an IBM DB2 limitation in handling the LONG VARCHAR data type in a 

select DISTINCT statement, cube deployment fails.  

(7308964)  

 

Workaround: Disable the “DISTINCT” filter on member load queries. To do this, in the 
 file, set the  property to  (the default 

is ), as follows: 

 

For more information on the  property, see the Essbase Studio 

User’s Guide and Online Help. 

 Oracle Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in for Excel works in native locale. If Spreadsheet Add-in does not 

receive data in native locale, drill-through on cubes built in Essbase Studio is not supported. 

 The JISX0213 Japanese character set, which replaces the JISX0208 and JISX0212 Japanese 

character sets, is supported on Windows Vista. 

The Essbase family of products does not support the JISX0213 Japanese character set.  

(6576813, 8-563756229) 

 Microsoft SQL Server database names that start with a number are not supported in this release.  

For example, the database names,  or , would not be supported.  

(7136666) 

 Individual file names in a text file data source must not contain spaces.  

(7149928) 

 If a “name too long” error is returned when attempting to deploy a cube, add an entry for the 
 property to the  file, and specify a shorter directory path. 

For example: 

(7280730) 

 When using Hyperion Smart View or Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in to query cubes built in Essbase 

Studio, if the intersection for a drill-through cell is represented by both a base member and one or 

more associated attribute members, you cannot perform drill-through on that cell. 

Specifically, drill-through will not work on an intersection (cell) that is represented by members of 

a base dimension and members of attribute dimensions. 

When specifying intersections for a drill-through report in Essbase Studio, do not specify both the 

base and attribute hierarchies from a multichain hierarchy. Select only one of the hierarchies for 

drill-through. 

If you require drill-through from an intersection containing a base member and attribute members, 

you must build the cube using Essbase Integration Services. 

(7366645) 

 When you delete a user (in Shared Services) that is provisioned as an administrator user for 

Shared Services, Essbase, and Essbase Studio, you must be sure to refresh security (in 

Administration Services Console) between Essbase and Shared Services. Failure to refresh security 

will result in an error when attempting to deploy a cube from Essbase Studio.  

 

During the cube deployment process, Essbase sets roles on the new application being created to all 

administrator users. If an administrator user exists in Administration Services Console and does 

not exist in Shared Services, the “set role” process fails and, subsequently, the cube deployment 

fails. 
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For procedural information on refreshing users, see “Refreshing Security from Shared Services” in 

the Essbase Administration Services Online Help. 

(7486934) 

 The English version of the Essbase Model page of the Preferences dialog box is displayed for all 

languages. The localized version is not displayed for any supported language. 

(8488595) 

 Essbase application deployment on EPM Architect fails and the deployment freezes. 

Workaround: In the  file, increase the heap size to at least 1 GB by editing the  

argument in this line: 

For example: 

Note that on 32-bit platforms, you can increase the heap size to a maximum of approximately 

1.5 GB. On 64-bit platforms, the restriction is limited to the amount of physical memory you have 

on the machine. 

(12773374) 

One Studio Server per Catalog Database 

The Essbase Studio catalog database should not be used by two or more Essbase Studio Server 

instances, either simultaneously or in succession. Oracle strongly recommends that each Essbase 

Studio Server point to its own unique catalog database. 

(7964090) 

Essbase Studio Catalog Database Naming Restriction 

Essbase Studio Server does not support dots (.) inside the Microsoft SQL Server catalog and schema 

names. 

Example Unsupported Catalog Name 

The following is an example of an unsupported catalog database name for Microsoft SQL Server, as 
shown in the  file: 

In the above example,  is the catalog database name, and  is the schema name. This 

catalog name is not supported. 

Example Unsupported Schema Name 

The following is an example of an unsupported schema name for Microsoft SQL Server, as shown in 
the  file: 

In the above example,  is the catalog database name, and  is the schema name. This 

schema name is not supported. 
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Example Supported Catalog and Schema Names 

The following are examples of supported catalog database and schema names, as shown in the 

server.properties file: 

In the above example,  is the catalog name and  is the schema name. 

In the above example,  is the catalog name and  is the schema name. 

(8112164) 

255-Character Limit for Object Names 

A 255-character limit applies to certain objects that you name in Essbase Studio. These objects are: 

 Data source connection names and user-defined table names 

Note: These are the limits on Essbase application and database names: 

 8-bytes for non-Unicode 

 30-characters for Unicode 

 Metadata element names, such as dimension elements and hierarchies 

 Alias sets 

 Cube schema names 

 Drill-through report names 

(7665495) 

XOLAP Limitations 

In addition to the guidelines and limitations listed in the Essbase Studio Online Help or Essbase Studio 

User’s Guide, you should be aware of these additional limitations when performing XOLAP operations: 

 You cannot deploy an XOLAP-enabled Essbase model that is based on an OBI data source.  

(7138321) 

 XOLAP does not support models using hierarchies from user-defined tables. 

(7201775) 

 XOLAP does not support models based on multiple data sources. 
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Tips and Troubleshooting 

Limitations and Guidelines 

The Essbase Studio User’s Guide (PDF format) and the Essbase Studio Online Help (HTML format) 

contain an appendix entitled “Essbase Studio Limitations and Guidelines,” which describes various 

limitations you may encounter while working with Essbase Studio. 

Also, refer to the Known Issues section of this document for the latest information on limitations and 

guidelines. 
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Oracle Database with Service Name for Essbase Studio Catalog 

If you provided an Oracle Service Name for the Essbase Studio catalog during configuration, and 
Essbase Studio Server fails to start subsequently, verify in the  file that the 

 syntax is correct.  

The  syntax for an Oracle catalog database that uses a Service Name is: 

If the  property is not in the above format in your  file, edit the 

property and restart Essbase Studio Server. 

(8742674) 

Using the MaxL Import Dimensions Statement with Essbase Studio Rules Files 

You can use the MaxL Deploy statement to load members and data into Essbase from a rules file that 

was created in Essbase Studio. The Deploy statement provides you with the simplest way to 

accomplish this task.  

You may, however, choose to use the MaxL Import Dimensions statement to load members from an 

Essbase Studio rules file. If you choose to use the Import Dimensions statement to build an outline, 

note that a problem exists when building an Accounts dimension from a hierarchy containing only 

user-defined members. When this is the case, use the following workaround to successfully load the 

data. 

Workaround: Prepare an empty dummy text file that can be called in the MaxL Import Dimensions 

statement. For example: 

(7216055) 

Port Number Limitations for Drill-through  

Two ports are used by Essbase Studio Server to communicate with Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in and 
Hyperion Smart View. These are  and . Changes to either of these 

port numbers will affect drill-through operations as described in the following sections.  

(7332195, 8578228). 

Changing the Transport Port Number 

After initial configuration using the System Configurator, if the  property in the 

 file is changed manually, the following is the state of drill-through connectivity on 

cubes built prior to the port adjustment. 

 In Hyperion Smart View, drill-through will not work properly. You must refresh the port number 

stored in the cube by following the instructions in “Updating Cube Linkage.” See the Essbase Studio 

Online Help or Essbase Studio User’s Guide.  

 

Note: Cubes built after the port adjustment will work properly. 

 In Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in, drill-through will work properly. 
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Changing the HTTP Port Number 

If you add an entry for the  property in the  file to change it from 

the default setting of 9080, the following is the state of drill-through connectivity on cubes built prior 

to the port adjustment. 

 In Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in, drill-through will not work properly. In order to use drill-through 

with Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in on cubes built prior to the port adjustment, you must redeploy 

those cubes. 

 

Note: Cubes built after the port adjustment will work properly. 

 In Smart View, drill-through will work properly. 

Oracle Advanced Security 

If you are using an Oracle database with Essbase Studio, you may want to configure the associated 

Oracle JDBC drivers with Oracle Advanced Security. Click the following link for information on Oracle 

Advanced Security: 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/network.102/b14268/asojbdc.htm#i1006717  
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Documentation Updates 

This section describes additional items, updates, and deletions that are not yet part of the Release 

11.1.1.4 documentation.  

Accessing Hyperion Product Documentation  

The most recent version of each Hyperion product guide is available for download from the 

Documentation area of the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) Web site 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html). Deployment-related documentation is also available 

from the Oracle E-Delivery Web site (https://edelivery.oracle.com/). Individual product guides are 

available for download on the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) Web site only.  

Note: Not all of the documentation for this product has been updated from Release 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, 

or 11.1.1.3. Similarly, the product UI may not have been updated since these releases. 

Only Self Joins for OBI EE Data Sources 

This information is not yet included in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help: 

When working with an Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition data source, you may only 

create self joins (joins between columns in a single table). 

(8672954) 

Additional Server Properties 

The properties listed in this section are not listed in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help. 

For information on server properties, see “Configuring the Server Properties File” in the Essbase Studio 

User’s Guide or Online Help. 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/network.102/b14268/asojbdc.htm#i1006717
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html
https://edelivery.oracle.com/
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server.httpPort 

The  property specifies the HTTP port on which Essbase Studio Server listens. The 

HTTP port is used by Essbase Studio Server to communicate with Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in during 

drill-through operations, and to communicate with EPM Architect. 

The default HTTP port number is 9080. 

Tip: 

If you change the default setting of the  property: 

 You will not be able to perform drill-through operations in Essbase Spreadsheet Add-in on cubes 

built prior to the port adjustment. Drill-through in Smart View is not affected. See Port Number 

Limitations for Drill-through for more information. 

 

Note: Cubes built after the port adjustment will work properly. 

 You will not be able to deploy a cube from EPM Architect to Essbase through Essbase Studio.  

If you must change the  setting, you may do so by adding an entry for the 

 property to the  file. 

If there is a port conflict with other applications or programs running on the Essbase Studio Server 

computer, Oracle recommends that you change the port number of the conflicting application.  

Syntax 

Example 

transport.port 

The  property specifies the TCP port on which Essbase Studio Server listens.  

The default port number is 5300. 

If there is a port conflict with other applications or programs running on the Essbase Studio Server 

computer, you may change the Essbase Studio Server port number by adding an entry for the 
 property to the  file. 

Syntax 

Example 

In this example, the port number is changed to port 3000. 

Note: When port conflicts arise, it is recommended that you run the System Configurator to change 

the port assignment for Essbase Studio Server.  

If you change the  property manually, without running the System Configurator, you 

must enter the port number for Essbase Studio Server when logging into the console. 
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For example, for an instance of Essbase Studio Server running on a machine named “aspen”, if you 

changed the port assignment from the default to port number 1234, you would enter the following in 

the Server field when logging into the console: 

  

(7151656) 

server.runInBackground 

(7645566) 

On UNIX, this property works together with the 

com.hyperion.cp.handlers=com.hyperion.cp.util.LoggerFileHandler property.  

When Essbase Studio Server is running in the background, the property is 

set to “true”. When set to “true”, the display of server console commands and hints in the server 

console are blocked, and users are prevented from typing commands in the server console. 

The default value is false on Windows. When Essbase Studio Server is installed on UNIX, this property 

is automatically set to “true” during installation. This is because on UNIX, the default mode for Essbase 

Studio Server is to run in the background. 

Note: In the 11.1.1.3 release, this property applies to UNIX installations only. 

Syntax 

Example 

Note: On UNIX, to run Essbase Studio Server in the foreground, see Running Essbase Studio Server in 

the Foreground on UNIX. 

com.hyperion.cp.handlers=com.hyperion.cp.util.LoggerFileHandler 

On UNIX, this property works together with the server.runInBackground property. 

Add this property and value to the  file to direct the output of server console log 

messages to the server log file only.  

The default is to print messages on the Essbase Studio Server Console.  

When Essbase Studio Server is running on UNIX, this property is automatically added to the 

 file during installation.  

If you plan to start Essbase Studio Server in background mode, Oracle recommends using this option 

instead of redirecting console log messages to null on Windows or to  on UNIX systems. 

To direct the server console log messages to print on the Essbase Studio Server console, either delete 

or comment out this line. 

Note: On UNIX, to run Essbase Studio Server in the foreground, see Running Essbase Studio Server in 

the Foreground on UNIX. 
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server.essbase.blindShare 

When set to “true”, the  property enables duplicate members to be added 

as shared members to unique member name cubes.  

When set to “true,” these special cases for adding duplicate members as shared members are allowed: 

 When the duplicate member is not coming from same column as the primary member 

 When the duplicate member comes from a non-leaf level class (but it is at leaf level in the outline) 

The default value is false. 

To add duplicate members as shared members, add an entry for the  

property to the  file. 

Syntax 

Example 

oracle.jdbc.ReadTimeout 

Read timeout while reading from the socket. Timeout is in milliseconds. 

If you are using Oracle data sources and are experiencing frequent timeouts, you can increase the 
value of this option by adding an entry to the  file. 

The default value is 600000 milliseconds. 

Syntax 

Example 

(8261088) 

Updated Server Properties 

The properties listed in this section contain updates to server properties that are already documented 

in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide and Online Help.  

Default Value for server.datafile.dir 

The default flat file directory noted in the description of “server.data.dir” is incorrect.  The correct 

default flat file directory is: 
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Server Property No Longer Supported 

  

Note: Use the EPM System Configurator for catalog configuration changes. 

(7517820) 

Drill-through Report TestingThe information in this section is not yet included in the Essbase 

Studio User’s Guide or Online Help. 

(7298706) 

When testing a drill-through report, the value you enter in the Column Value field of the Drill-through 

Report Testing dialog must be a value that represents the key binding expression of the dimension 

element in the intersection.  

In general, the value of the key binding expression of a dimension element is the same as the value of 

the caption binding expression, which represents an outline member name.  Some hierarchies that are 

used to create drill-through report intersections may have been built using dimension elements where 

the caption binding and key binding are different. This is the case when the Advanced or Delayed 

options are selected for the key binding of a dimension element.  

The following example procedures contain scenarios for testing drill-through reports when intersections 

contain elements that use the Advanced and Delayed options. 

Note: The example procedures assume you have created a data source connection to the sample TBC 

database 

“Delayed” option example 

1. Create a logical element called SKU_Delayed, basing the caption binding expression on SKU 

from the TBC database, Product table (TBC.PRODUCT); for example:  

2. Set the Key Binding type to Delayed. 

3. Create a “product_delayed” hierarchy with the FAMILY column from the FAMILY table as the 

parent level, and the SKU_Delayed dimension element as the child. 

In the hierarchy, the key binding expression for the SKU_Delayed element should display as: 

 

  

4. Create a cube schema and Essbase model using the “product_delayed” hierarchy you created in 

step 3; use AMOUNT from 'TBC.SALES' as the measure. 

5. Create a drill-through report as specified below: 

a. In the Context tab, add the product_delayed hierarchy you created in step 3. 

b. In the Report Context tab, place any fields from TBC.PRODUCT, for example: 

CAFFEINATED or PKGTYPE. 

6. Click Test to launch the Drill-through Report Testing dialog box. 
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7. Click the drop-down arrow in the first row under Intersection and select SKU_Delayed.  

8. In Column Value, enter values that represent the values that are shown in the key binding 

expression in step 3. 

Using the hierarchy created in this scenario, enter a value from the FAMILY column and a value 

from the SKU column, separated by an underscore. For example: 

  

9. Click Show Result. 

 

“Advanced” option example 

 Create a logical element called SKU_Advanced, basing the caption binding expression on SKU 

from the TBC database, Product table (TBC.PRODUCT); for example: 

 

2. Set the Key Binding type to Advanced. 

3. Base the Key Binding expression on the PRODUCTID column from the Product table 

(TBC.PRODUCT); for example: 

 
  

4. Create a “product_advanced” hierarchy with the FAMILY column from the FAMILY table as the 

parent level, and the SKU_Advanced dimension element as the child. 

5. Create a cube schema and Essbase model using the product_advanced hierarchy you created in 

step 4; use AMOUNT from TBC.SALES as the measure.  

6. Create a drill-through report (File, then New, then Drill-through Report) as specified below:   

a. In Context tab, add the product_advanced hierarchy.  

b. In the Report Context tab, place any fields from TBC.PRODUCT, for example: 

CAFFEINATED or PKGTYPE. 

7. Click Test to launch the Drill-through Report Testing dialog box. 

8. Click the drop-down arrow in the first row under Intersection and select SKU_Advanced. 

9. In Column Value, enter a value that represents the value shown in the key binding expression 

in step 3. 

Using the hierarchy created in this scenario, enter a value from the PRODUCTID column; for 

example: 

 

1  

10. Click Show Result. 
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Running Essbase Studio Server in the Foreground on UNIX 

The information in this section is not yet included in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help. 

 (7477711, 7487284) 

By default, Essbase Studio Server runs in the background on UNIX. Two server properties control this 

behavior: 

 server.runInBackground is set to “true” by default 

 com.hyperion.cp.handlers=com.hyperion.cp.util.LoggerFileHandler is added to  

You may choose to run Essbase Studio Server in the foreground. If so, you must edit these server 
properties, and edit the  shell file, as described in the following procedure.  

  To run Essbase Studio Server in the foreground on UNIX, perform these steps: 

1. In the Essbase Studio  file, set the following properties as described: 

 If present, comment out the line:  

 Set  to “false” or comment it out 

See and com.hyperion.cp.handlers=com.hyperion.cp.util.LoggerFileHandler and 

server.runInBackground for information on these properties. 

Note: The  file is located in 

. 

2. Edit the Essbase Studio  shell as follows:  

a. Locate the last line of the file:  

b. Remove “nohup” from the beginning of the line, and the ampersand (&) from the end.  

For example: 

Note: The  file is located in 

. 

3. Start Essbase Studio Server by running the following statement: 
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Differences in Attribute Member Handling Between Integration Services and 

Essbase Studio 

The information in this section is not included in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help. 

 (12806067) 

Integration Server adds all attribute members of an attribute dimension, whether or not the attribute 

association relationship exists in the corresponding base dimension. To do this, Integration Services 

produces three types of rules files during member load: one for the base dimension, one for the 

attribute dimension, and one for the attribute associations.  

Essbase Studio creates attribute members only when the corresponding attribute association 

relationships exist in the base dimension. During cube deployment, it produces just two rules files: one 

for the base dimension, and one for attribute members and their associations. This helps to speed up 

cube deployment, but those attribute members without a base member association are dropped in the 

process. 

For example, an outline created by Integration Services using the TBC sample metaoutline has the 

attribute dimension “Population” with these members: 

However, if the TBC metaoutline is migrated to the Essbase Studio catalog and deployed to Essbase 

Server, the new outline will have the attribute dimension “Population” with these members:  

This is because there are no states with the population values 18000000, 24000000, 27000000, or 

30000000. 

Note that if the attribute dimension is built in a recursive way (from a parent-child table), Essbase 

Studio will produce three rules files—a for the base dimension, the attribute dimension, and an 

attribute association rules file—just as is done in Integration Services. As a result, the attribute 

dimension will have all members regardless of association. 

Shared Member Handling 

The information in this section is not included in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help. 

(12737739) 

The behavior described in this topic is true both for Essbase models created from metaoutlines 

imported from Integration Services, and for Essbase models created from the beginning in Essbase 

Studio. 

If a data source column is bound to a level-0 member set, and contains both base members and 

shared members, it is possible that the data aggregated in the Essbase Studio-generated data load 

SQL for the specific base members (which have shared members in the same dimension) will be 

augmented at times, depending on the number of shared members. In this case, Oracle recommends 

that users define their own custom data load SQL, as described in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or 

Online Help, Essbase Properties chapter, “Overriding Standard Data Load SQL.” 

file:///C:/views/kcostedo_talleyrand_parity_102/doc_source_id/essbase_studio/readme/source/override_sql.html
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For example, using the TBC sample, the data aggregated for 100-10 in the standard data load SQL is 

twice as much as it should be (doubled) because 100-10 has shared members under “Diet”. To get the 

correct aggregated data, users can select the Use Custom SQL for data load option, and manually add 

one more “group by” column, “Family”, to the custom data load SQL. 

Incomplete Text in Localized Documentation 

(7352474) 

In the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help, Introspection chapter, “Selecting a Fact Table in the 

Introspection Wizard” topic, the note in step 1 may be missing text in some non-English versions. The 

complete note text should read: 

“The Available Tables list contains all the remaining tables, views, alias tables, and synonyms that 

were selected when the data source was created.” 

Incorrect Information in “Showing Friendly Names” Topic 

In the Essbase Studio User’s Guide or Online Help, Data Source Connections chapter, the information 

in the “Showing Friendly Names” topic is incorrect. Following is the corrected topic: 

Note:  This functionality is for Microsoft SQL Server data source connections only. 

By default, when you connect to a Microsoft SQL Server data source, the database table names are 

displayed in the Data Sources tab of the Source Navigator in the following “friendly” format: 

You can disable the Show Friendly Names option and display table names with schema names in the 

following format: 

  To show table names with schema names in a Microsoft SQL Server data source connection, from 

the Data Sources tab, right-click the data source connection name and select Show Friendly 

Names. 

The check mark is cleared next to the Show Friendly Names option. 

  To show the friendly names of tables in a Microsoft SQL Server data source connection, from the 

Data Sources tab, right-click the data source connection name and select Show Friendly Names. 

The check mark next to the Show Friendly Names option shows that it is selected. 

Top of Document 

Accessibility 

Oracle® Essbase Studio, though not fully accessible, does have some accessibility features built into it. 

These features focus on keyboard equivalents to some mouse actions. These features are always 

available; there is nothing to enable or disable in Essbase Studio in order for the keyboard equivalents 

to work. 

See “Appendix A, Accessibility” in the Essbase Studio User’s Guide (“Accessibility” topic in the Online 

Help) for information on the various keyboard equivalents available in Essbase Studio. 
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The Essbase Studio User’s Guide is available in PDF format. The same content is available in the 

Essbase Studio Online Help in accessible HTML format (available through the Essbase Studio Console). 

Additionally, the readme is available in both PDF format and in an accessible HTML version. 

Access to Oracle Support 

Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support.  

For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.  

Documentation Accessibility  

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program 

website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc. 
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